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Abstract
Text clustering is one of the text mining tasks that is employed in search engines. Discovering the optimal number of clusters for
a dataset or repository is a challenging problem. Various clustering algorithms have been reported in the literature but most of
them rely on a pre-defined value of the k clusters. In this study, a variant of Firefly algorithm, termed as FireflyClust, is proposed
to automatically cluster text documents in a hierarchical manner. The proposed clustering method operates based on five
phases: data pre-processing, clustering, item re-location, cluster selection and cluster refinement. Experiments are undertaken
based on different selections of threshold value. Results on the TREC collection named TR11, TR12, TR23 and TR45, showed that
the FireflyClust is a better approach than the Bisect K-means, hybrid Bisect K-means and Practical General Stochastic
Clustering Method. Such a result would enlighten the directions in developing a better information retrieval engine for this
dynamic and fast growing big data era.
Keywords: Firefly algorithm, clustering, data mining, swarm intelligence

Abstrak
Penggugusan teks merupakan salah satu tugas perlombongan teks yang digunakan dalam enjin carian. Penentuan bilangan
gugusan yang optimum ialah satu permasalahan yang mencabar. Pelbagai algoritma penggugusan telah dilaporkan dalam
kajian tetapi kebanyakan algoritma bergantung kepada nilai gugusan k yang perlu ditetapkan lebih awal. Dalam kajian ini,
sebuah algoritma firefly, yang dinamakan FireflyClust telah dicadangkan untuk mengumpul dokumen teks secara automatik
dalam bentuk hirarki. Pengoperasian algoritma penggugusan yang dicadangkan adalah berdasarkan kepada lima fasa:
pra-pemprosesan data, penggugusan, melokasi semula item, pemilihan gugusan dan pembaikan gugusan. Eksperimen yang
dilakukan adalah berdasarkan pelbagai nilai mula. Keputusan eksperimen ke atas koleksi TREC yang dikenali sebagai TR11,
TR12, TR23 dan TR45, telah menunjukkan bahawa FireflyClust ialah kaedah yang lebih baik berbanding Bisect K-means, Bisect
K-means hibrid dan kaedah penggugusan Practical General Stochastic. Keputusan seperti ini memberi petunjuk kepada
pembangunan enjin capaian maklumat yang lebih baik untuk era big data yang dinamik dan pesat berkembang ini.
Kata kunci: Algoritma firefly, penggugusan, perlombongan data, kepintaran kerumunan
© 2017 Penerbit UTM Press. All rights reserved

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Text clustering analysis is defined as classifying data
objects into groups known as clusters, where each
cluster includes similar objects that are different from
another cluster [1, 2]. The aim of this analysis is to find
clusters with high homogeneity (meaning high
similarity between data objects in one cluster) and
less heterogeneity (less similarity between clusters)
[3]. There is a number of text clustering algorithms

proposed over the years. These algorithms can be
classified into two approaches based on the
mechanism used to solve the problem; partitional
and hierarchical [4, 5], and based on the initial
information used in the clustering process (i.e. the
number of clusters); static and dynamic [5].
Partitional clustering, such as K-means [6], clusters
the data objects into a specific number of clusters
that must be determined by a user as initial value. Kmeans is a powerful and simple method but it suffers
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from local optima due the initial random centers,
and it is not suitable when a prior knowledge on a
dataset is absent.
Similar problem can also be seen in hierarchical
clustering such as in the standard Bisect k-means [4,
7, 8, 9], where the number of clusters are used as the
stopping criterion. Existing Bisect k-means operates
by using K-means to group data objects in each
level, and the Bisect k-means will later build the tree
of clusters (in each level divided the current cluster
into two children clusters). The working operation of
Bisect k-means creates some issue as assigned data
objects at a high level cluster cannot be moved to a
lower level cluster. Nevertheless, it is reported in [9]
that hierarchical clustering algorithm is better than
partitional clustering in terms of cluster performance
quality.
Recently, another approach in clustering has
been introduced, which is swarm-based clustering. In
swarm-based clustering, there are work focusing on
solving the local optima problem in a static
approach (where the number of k cluster is assumed)
such as the one performed by Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [10], Ant Colony Optimization
[11], Artificial Bee Colony [12], Cuckoo Optimization
[13] and Wolf optimization [14]. Such an approach is
efficient if knowledge about the datasets (i.e. the
number of cluster) is known. Nevertheless, there are
also working that focuses on solving the problem of
automatically discovering the suitable number of
clusters in dynamic approach. Where, Swarm based
methods such as undertaken by Ant based clustering
[15], Flocking based clustering [16] and Practical
General Stochastic Clustering Method (PGSCM) [17]
employ swarm like agents to cluster data directly
without the requirement of defining the number of
clusters. They adapt the mechanism of a specific
insect or animal that exists in nature and convert it to
heuristics rules [33].
Ant based clustering approach deals with the
behavior of ants, where each ant performs sorting
and corpse cleaning. This approach works by
distributing the data object randomly in the 2D grid
search space, then determining a specific number of
ants (agents) that move randomly in this grid to pick
up a data item if it does not hold any object (item)
and drop the object (item) if it finds similar object. This
process continues until it reaches a specific number
of iterations [15]. PGSCM [17] is a simplification of ant
based clustering approach. On the other hand, The
Flocking based approach is related with behaviors of
swarm intelligence [34] where a group of flocks
swarm move in 2D or 3D search space following the
same rules of flocks; get close to similar agents or far
away from dissimilar agents [16]. This approach is
computationally expensive as it requires multiple
distance computations.
In the year of 2010, another nature-inspired
algorithm termed as Firefly algorithm (FA) [18] was
proposed by Xin-Shin Yang to solve optimization
problem which later succeed in solving problems of
diverse fields such as economic dispatch [19],

allocation [20], image processing [21] and data
clustering [3, 22, 37]. In this study, the standard Firefly
algorithm is extended to automatically discover the
optimal number of clusters and perform hierarchical
clustering on datasets in the TREC collections [23].
1.1 Bisect K-means Clustering Algorithm
Hierarchical clustering approach involves two subapproaches; agglomerative and divisive clustering
algorithms [4, 9]. Agglomerative clustering approach
operates by merging small clusters into a single
cluster. This process builds a tree structure from
bottom to top, where small clusters are available into
the top. The Un-weighted Pair Group Method with
Arithmetic mean (UPGMA) is one type of this
approach and details on such work can be found in
literature [8, 9]. On the contrast, Divisive clustering
algorithm operates by splitting one big cluster into
smaller clusters that builds a tree structure from top to
bottom.
The Bisect K-means algorithm is an example of
divisive hierarchical approach and it was presented
by Steinbach et al. in 2000 [24]. The algorithm, at
each level of hierarchy, classifies collection of
objects into smaller groups and organizes clusters in a
hierarchy. In [8, 9], at each level, Bisect K-means
algorithm employs the K-means [6] to identify two
clusters. This is followed by assigning objects in a
dataset to the nearest center where the similarity is
determined using Euclidean distance. The center of
each cluster is calculated by identifying the mean.
The process of assigning objects and recalculates the
center continue until the stopping condition is
reached. Figure 1 illustrates the process of K-means.
At each level, the operation of choosing a cluster to
split in Bisect K-means algorithm is based on some
criterion such as minimum intra similarity [8, 9]. The
process of Bisect K-means is illustrated in Figure 2. So,
the drawbacks of the Bisect k-means are similar to Kmeans method; random initial centers which may
cause trap in local optima, the predetermined the
number of clusters [10].
Step 1: Randomly choose k cluster centers.
Step 2: Assign each object to closest center using
Euclidean distance.
Step 3: Re-calculate the centers.
Step 4: Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until stop condition is
reached.
Figure 1 The process of K-means algorithm [6]

Step 1: Randomly choose two cluster centers.
Step 2: Clustering using K-means method, as shown in
Figure 1.
Step 3: If does not reach number of clusters.
Step 4: Choose the cluster that has smallest intra
similarity, Repeat Step 1 until reach number of
clusters.
Figure 2 The process of Bisect K-means [8, 9]
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In [27] has been applied a new method in K-means
and Bisect K-means to identify the cluster centroids
based on a new similarity measure that combine
cosine function and link function (which is the
number of common neighbors between two
documents). The results were improved by adopting
this method. Further, a cooperative approach
between Bisect K-means and K-means has been
presented in work [4], where, this approach
combines the output results of Bisect K-means and Kmeans utilizing cooperative and merging matrices.
1.2 Hybrid Bisect K-means Clustering Algorithm
In this approach, a hybrid between divisive Bisect Kmeans
algorithm
(top-bottom
tree)
with
agglomerative UPGMA algorithm (bottom-top tree)
to address the problem of assigning documents to
similar cluster in early stage and cannot be changed.
This hybrid will correct the misplaced documents in
the generated clusters [8, 9]. The hybrid approach
operates initially by the whole dataset as one single
cluster, then divides this single cluster into two subclusters using K-means algorithm. This process
continues to work until generated number of clusters
K’ greater than original number K, then, computes
the centroid for each cluster. This followed by
calculating the similarity matrix (K’ X K’) between
identified centroids. Merging two clusters in one
cluster that have similar centroid, then, updating
process is conducted by update the centroids and
the similarity matrix. The merging step continues until
generating the K original number of clusters. Figure 3
illustrates the pseudo code of this hybrid approach.
This approach generates good quality clusters
compared to the standard Bisect K-means, however,
it has problem with the number of clusters which is
static and is predefined by the users.

Step 1: Choose a cluster to split.
Step2: Identify two sub-clusters using K-means
algorithm.
Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until generates k’ number
of clusters larger than k original number of
clusters.
Step 4: Compute the centroids of identified clusters.
Step 5: Construct Similarity matrix between identified
centers of clusters.
Step 6: Merging two clusters that have similarity
between their centers.
Step 7: Update Steps 4 and 5.
Step 8: Repeat steps 6 and 7 until stop conditions is
reached; the generating the k original number
of clusters.
Figure 3 The pseudo code of hybrid Bisect K-means
approach [9]

Step 1: Input the dataset D with n objects.
Step 2: The dissimilarity threshold is calculated for all n
objects.
Step 3: Each object in dataset allocating to a bin.
Step 4: Do while iteration <= Max iteration
Step 5: Choose two objects from dataset D randomly
and must not equal.
Step 6: If distance between two selecting objects <
minimum dissimilarity threshold of two objects
Step 7: Store the comparison outcome.
Step 8: If the level of support (first object) < level of
support (second object)
Step 9: Move first object to second object.
Step 10: Else Move second object to first object.
Step 11: End If
Step 12: End While
Step 13: output a set of clusters that represent all nonempty bins.

1.3 Practical General Stochastic Clustering Method
(PGSCM)

Figure 4 The pseudo code of PGSCM approach [17]

Practical General Stochastic Clustering Method
(PGSCM) [17] is a dynamic clustering method that
generates number of clusters without any prior
information (i.e. the number of clusters). It is a
simplification approach derived from nature-inspired
ant-based clustering. Figure 4 illustrates the
mentioned pseudo code.

This approach succeeds to discover clusters in
large datasets but in some real datasets that have
large number of clusters with different size (nonnormal distributed) such as Yeast, Zoo and Digits, it is
discovered that they are far from optimal number of
clusters. Hence, this study proposes a dynamic
clustering based on Firefly algorithm that has the
ability to discover near optimal clusters in non-normal
distribution datasets.
1.4 Standard Firefly Algorithm
Firefly algorithm (FA) [18] is a swarm based algorithm
that has the ability to identify global optimal solution
efficiently. The idea of Firefly algorithm is based on
two factors; light intensity and attractiveness
between fireflies.
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The light intensity of a firefly is related with the
objective function f(x) and it can be a maximization
or minimization problem. The attractiveness, β,
between fireflies is related with light intensity and
changes based on the distance between two
fireflies. The process in the Firefly algorithm [18] is
presented in Figure 5.
Step 1: Generate Initial population of firefly randomly xi
(i=1, 2,.., n),Light Intensity I at xi is determine
by Objective function f(xi).
Step 2: Define light absorption coefficient γ.
Step 3: While (t < Max Generation)
Step 4: For i=1 to N (N all fireflies)
Step 5: For j=1 to N
Step 6: If (Ii<Ij)
2
{ X i = X i + β0 exp(−Yrij ) ∗ (X j − X i ) + αεi }
2
Step 7: β = β0 exp(−Yrij )
Step 8: Evaluate new solutions and update light
intensity.
Step 9: End For i
Step 10: End For j
Step 11: Rank the fireflies and find the current global
best g*.
Step 12: End While

Figure 5 The pseudo code of standard Firefly Algorithm [18]

Firefly algorithm has been applied in many
disciplines and proven to be successful in solving
hard problems such as economic dispatch problem
[29], image processing [21, 30], mobile network [31]
and speech recognition [32]. Further, Firefly algorithm
has been implemented effectively in numeric data
clustering [3, 22].

into a structured form. The employed dataset
undergoes four steps; data cleaning, stop words
removal, word stemming and finally vector space
model construction. In data cleaning, the selected
texts from each document are extracted and
cleaned from special characters and digits. After
that, the cleaned texts undergo splitting processes
that convert them into a set of words (set of terms).
Further, the set of words (terms) are cleaned from
words that have length less than three characters
such as in, on, at, etc. In stop words removal, words
such as propositions and conjunctions are removed.
While in word stemming, all words (terms) are
returned to the root such as the word ‘playing’ is
returned to its root ‘play’ [26].

Dataset

Data Pre-processing
Clustering using Firefly Algorithm
Item re-location

Clusters Selection

Clusters Refinement

2.0 METHODOLOGY
In this section, a proposed variant of Firefly algorithm,
termed as FireflyClust, to be employed in text
clustering is presented, where it includes additional
phases (i.e item relocation and clusters refinement)
and in phase (cluster selection) tested with two
threshold. It initially starts with the dataset as a single
cluster and without any prior knowledge about the
dataset, and ended with the information on the
optimal number of clusters. Furthermore, it also
groups the documents into the identified clusters. The
FireflyClust is performed in five phases: data preprocessing, clustering using Firefly algorithm, item relocation, clusters selection and clusters refinement.
Figure 6 illustrates the framework of FireflyClust
clustering method. Each phase is discussed in the
following subsections.
2.1 Data Pre-processing
In this study, data pre-processing is the process of
transforming a set of documents from unstructured

Figure 6 The framework of FireflyClust clustering method

Vector Space Model (VSM) commonly used in
information retrieval and data mining approach
where it represents the utilized data in a vector
space [25]. In this phase, the obtained word are
organized in a structure form in a Vector Space
Model (VSM), where each document is represented
as a vector Dn=[tf1, tf2,…, tfm] in the search space
[25]. The vector space has two dimensions, n and m,
where n denote the number of documents and m is
the number of terms. The value of tf (term frequency)
is represented by the number of term appeared in
the document. Later, such information is transformed
into term frequency-inverse document frequency (tfidf). The benefit of using tf-idf is the balance between
local and global term weighting in the document
[26]. The value of tf-idf can be calculated using Eq. 1.
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𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑡,𝑑 = 𝑡𝑓𝑡,𝑑 ∗ log 𝑛⁄𝑑𝑓𝑡

(1)

Where, n represents the number of documents, dft
refers to the number of documents that include a
specific term.
2.2 Clustering using Firefly Algorithm
In this phase, as detailed in previous work [35, 36],
each firefly represents a single document, where the
light of a firefly initially indicates the weight of a
document, and is obtained using Eq. 2.
𝑚

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑑𝑗 = ∑ 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑡𝑖,𝑑𝑗

(2)

𝑖=1

The weight of a specific document is the sum of all tfidf of the terms in that document. Each firefly has
random real position in the search space and is in the
range of (0, 1). The position is presented by
coordinate (X, Y), and this study it is assumed that Y is
static (initially is defined at 0.5) while the X is a
random value between (0, 1). Later, distance
between two documents (two real positions) is
calculated using Cartesian distance function [18] as
shown in Eq. 3.
2

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑋𝑗 ) = √(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑗 )2

(3)

Further, we compute the similarity between
documents using the Cosine function [27]. The value
of cosine similarity is in the range of (0, 1), and when
the value approaches 1, it indicates that the two
documents are identical. On the other hand, if the
value reaches 0, the two documents are far away
and are not identical. Eq. 4 displays the formula to
calculate the Cosine similarity. In this study, paper,
Cosine similarity is based on the normalized term
frequency value (term frequency normalize to length
of documents).
𝑚

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑𝑗 ) = ∑(𝑑𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑗𝑡 )

(4)

𝑡=1

Each firefly (document) competes with each other
(documents) and the competition is based on two
factors; brightness of the light (light intensity) and
similarity. For the brightness, the firefly with a brighter
light will attract the less bright firefly. As for similarity
between fireflies, firefly with similarity value greater
than a specific threshold (in experiment each
dataset has different threshold) moves towards the
brightest firefly as shown in the following pseudo
code:

If Cosine Similarity (di, dj) >= threshold

Xi new= Xi old + β(Xj - Xi old) + αεi
Where, β is the attractiveness between two
documents and can be calculated by Eq. 5 [18].
During experiment, the initial value of β is set to 1 and

the light absorption coefficient, Y, is set to 1. On the
other hand, the εi is a random number calculated
using Eqs. 6, 7 and 8.

𝛽 = 𝛽0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑌𝑟𝑖𝑗

2)

(5)

𝜀𝑖 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖𝑗 , 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖𝑗 )

(6)

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖𝑗
= 𝛼 ∗ (𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖 ), 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑗 ))
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖𝑗
= 𝛼 ∗ (𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑖 ), 𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑗 ))

(7)
(8)

Where, i and j refer to documents, Min (TFIDF) refers
to minimum document weight derived from TFIDF
value, and Max (TFIDF) refers to maximum document
weight derived from TFIDF value. This is followed by
updating the light intensity of the brightest firefly
(center) by Eq. 9 as shown in the following.

𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼 (𝑑𝑗 ) = 𝐼 (𝑑𝑗 ) + 𝛽

(9)

The competition between fireflies continues until it
reaches a predefined number of iteration. Then, the
process of sorting the firefly is performed where firefly
with the brightness light is identified as the best point
(represent the first center of a cluster). Once a center
is determined, we assign documents that are similar
(using the cosine similarity as illustrated in equation 4)
to the chosen center and eliminates the document
from the list. The process of finding a centroid and its
cluster repeats for the remaining documents in the list
of fireflies until all documents are grouped
accordingly. The assignment process is based on a
specific threshold (in the undertaken experiment,
each dataset uses different threshold value).
2.3 Item Re-location
This phase starts to operate when the second cluster
is constructed where the assignment of a document
to a cluster relies on a pre-determined threshold. This
means that documents that are close to the first
identified centroid are assigned to the first cluster,
however, these documents may be closer to any of
the upcoming centroids. Such a situation will result
poor purity. Hence, it is proposed that FireflyClust
algorithm allows the re-location of an assigned
document. The relocating of documents in the
clusters, as illustrated in the pseudo code in Figure 7,
operates when a new cluster, in second phase is
constructed. This algorithm calculates the similarity
(Cosine similarity) between the newly identified
centroid (center of new cluster) and documents that
have been assigned to other (previous) clusters. If the
similarity value is higher, then the document is moved
(re-locate) from the original cluster to the newly
created cluster.
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Step 1: Initial m=number of clusters.
Step 2: If m>=2
Step 3: For K=1 to (m-1)
Step 4: If length (current cluster (k))>1
Step 5: For z=1 to length (current cluster(k))
Step 6: If document (z) not equal center (k)
Step 7: If similarity (center (m),document(z)) greater
than similarity (center(k), document (z))
Step 8: Move (z) from current cluster to recent cluster
(m).
Step 9: end for
Step 10: end for
Figure 7 Pseudo code of item re-location Algorithm

2.4 Clusters Selection
The clusters produced from the two previous phases
(clustering and re-location) have high purity but
produces a large number of clusters. Hence, there is
a need to identify pure clusters with large of number
of documents and merge the non-selected clusters
with the large ones. This process is achieved by
choosing clusters that exceed an identified threshold
(50, n/20). Where, n refers to the number of
documents in a dataset. In practice, several
attempts were made using the criterion of identified
threshold as performed by Picarougne et al. (2007)
and Tan et al. (2011) while the idea of merging
clusters is adopted from Picarougne et al. (2007). The
identified threshold (50, n/20) used by Tan et al.
(2011) in PGSCM discover number of clusters far from
optimal number of clusters. Hence, in this paper
proposed another selected threshold (50, n/40)
which is tested in experiments. The pseudo code of
clusters selection is illustrated in Figure 8.
Step 1: Set selected threshold equal min (50, n/20), or
min (50, n/40),
Step 2: For i= 1 to number of clusters
Step 3: If length (Ci) >= selected threshold
Step 4: Save Ci in selecting clusters.
Step 5: Else Save Ci in non-selecting clusters.
Step 6: End.
Figure 8 Pseudo code of clusters selection

2.5 Clusters Refinement
The output from the fourth phase is the clusters that
exceed the pre-determined threshold. In this step, a
new center (centroid) for each of the selected
clusters is identified by calculating the sum of all tf-idf
value of documents in the specific cluster and
divided by number of documents in the cluster, as
shown in Eq. 10. Later, documents contained in the
non-selected cluster (small size clusters) are reassigned to the nearest newly identified centroids
using minimum distance between documents and

center as shown in Eq. 11 and Eq. 12. The pseudo
code for the relevant step is depicted in Figure 9.
Step 1: For i= 1 to k (number of selected clusters)
Step 2: Calculate the center for each cluster as shown
in Eq.10.
𝑘
∑𝑁𝐶
𝑗=1 𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝐷𝑗
𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝐶𝑘 ) =
(10)
𝑁𝐶𝑘
Step 3: End For i
Step 4: For i= 1 to (number of documents in nonselected clusters)
Step 5: Find minimum distance between document Di
and center of C1 using Eq. 11 as shown
below.
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝐷𝑖 , 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐶1 )
𝑚
(11)
2
= ∑(𝐷𝑖𝑗 − 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐶1 )
𝑗=1

Step 6: Assign Di=1
Step 7: For k= 2 to (number of selected clusters)
Step 8: Find minimum distance between document Di
and center of Ck using Eq. 12 as shown below.
mindistance2(Di , CenterCk )
m
(12)
2
= ∑(Dij − CenterCk )
j=1

Step 9: If (mindistance >= mindistance2), Assign Di=k,
mindistance = mindistance2
Step 10: End For k
Step 11: Assign Di to Ck
Step 12: End For i
Figure 9 Pseudo code of clusters refinement

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Experiments Setup
In order to evaluate the proposed clustering
algorithm, results on the performance of four
methods; proposed FireflyClust, standard Bisect Kmeans [8, 9], Hybrid Bisect K-means [8, 9] and
Practical General Stochastic Clustering Method
(PGSCM) [17] is compared. The comparison is made
based on external clustering indices and statistical
analysis of Independent samples t-test. Experiments
of FireflyClust and PGSCM were carried out in Matlab
on windows 8 with a 2000 MHz processor and 4 GB
memory. The algorithms were executed for ten times
with twenty numbers of iterations, and the result is
based on the mean values. On the other hand, the
result of standard Bisect K-means and Hybrid Bisect Kmeans is obtained from [8, 9].
3.1.1 Evaluation Metrics
The employed external indices include the Purity, Fmeasure and Entropy. The Purity clustering quality is
the measure of the extent of the cluster that includes
only one class of data objects [8, 9]. Further, it defines
as the maximal precision value for every class. The
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higher the value of purity, the higher the clustering
quality is. Eq.13 and Eq.14 is used to compute the
purity which is based on the maximum number of
documents that carry the class θk in the cluster Cj
respectively.

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

∑
Θ𝑘 ∈{Θ1 ,…,Θ𝑐 }

(13)

𝑃(Θ𝑘 , 𝐶𝑗 )
𝑁

(14)

𝑃(𝛩𝑘 , 𝐶𝑗 ) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑘 |𝛩𝑘 ∩ 𝐶𝑗 |

On the other hand, the F-measure is the measuring of
the test’s accuracy. It is based on two important
metrics that is mostly used in Information Retrieval
which are; Precision and Recall [8, 9, 25]. Precision is
the number of members of the class θk in the cluster
Cj divided by the number of members of cluster Cj as
shown in Eq.15, while, Recall is the number of the
members of the class θk in the cluster Cj divided by
the actual number of members of class θk in the
dataset as shown in Eq.16. The total F-measure is the
sum of maximum accuracy (F-measure) of individual
class weighted according to the class size. It is shown
as in Eq. 17 and Eq. 18.

𝐹(Θ𝑘 )

(15)

|𝛩𝑘 ∩ 𝐶𝑗 |
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝛩𝑘 , 𝐶𝑗 ) =
|𝐶𝑗 |
|𝛩𝑘 ∩ 𝐶𝑗 |
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝛩𝑘 , 𝐶𝑗 ) =
|𝛩𝑘 |

(16)
(17)

𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 ∗ 𝑅(Θ𝑘 , 𝐶𝑗 ) ∗ 𝑃(Θ𝑘 , 𝐶𝑗 )
= 𝐶 ∈ {𝐶 , … , 𝐶 } (
)
𝑗
1
𝑘
𝑅(Θ , 𝐶 ) + 𝑃(Θ , 𝐶 )
𝑘

𝑗

𝑘

C

𝑗

|Θk |
Total Fmeasure = ∑
∗ max(F(Θk ))
N

(18)

k=1

The Entropy measures the goodness of clusters
and randomness [8, 9, 28]. Additionally, Entropy can
be defined as the measurement of the classes’
distribution in each cluster. When the clustering
solution involves a single class of documents in each
cluster, it leads to less distribution of classes in cluster
and low entropy value. Such a result indicates high
quality performance of clustering. Eq. 19 provides the
entropy of output cluster Cj which is the sum of
probability distribution of classes in cluster Cj, while
Eq.20 defines the total entropy for a clustering
algorithm which equals the sum of single cluster
entropies weighted according to the cluster size.
𝐶

𝐻𝐶𝑗 = − ∑
𝑘=1

|Θ𝑘 ∩ 𝐶𝑗 |
|Θ𝑘 ∩ 𝐶𝑗 |
𝑙𝑜𝑔
|𝐶𝑗 |
|𝐶𝑗 |
𝑘

𝐻= ∑
𝑗=1

𝐻𝐶𝑗 ∗ |𝐶𝑗 |
𝑁

(19)
(20)

Finally, this study also undertakes statistical analysis of

Independent samples t-test on the mean difference
between the pairs of FireflyClust and PGSCM using all
metrics.
3.1.2 Document Data Sets
This study is realized on four datasets retrieved from
TREC-5, TREC-6 and TREC-7 collections. These
datasets named TR11, TR12, TR23 and TR45 [23]. All
data sets are available at http://trec.nist.gov/ and
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of these
datasets.
Table 1 Description of TREC Collection Data

Datas
et

No. of
Docume
nts

No. of
Class
es

TR11
TR12
TR23
TR45

414
313
204
690

9
8
6
10

Min no.
of
Docume
nts in
Class
6
9
6
14

Max no.
of
Docume
nts in
Class
132
93
91
160

No.
of
Term
s
6429
5804
5832
8261

3.2 Experimental Results
This section includes two experimental results; first is
the comparison of evaluation metrics obtained by
the proposed FireflyClust using different selection
thresholds. We named the FireflyClust adopting
selection (50, n/20), as in [16, 17], as FireflyClust1 and
FireflyClust2 is the algorithm utilizing (50, n/40)
selection threshold.
Second, is the comparison of evaluation metrics
of the proposed FireflyClust methods and state of art
methods; standard Bisect K-means [8, 9], Hybrid
Bisect K-means [8, 9] and Practical General
Stochastic Clustering Method (PGSCM) [17].
3.2.1 Results and Discussion of FireflyClust1 and
FireflyClust2
Table 2 tabularizes the obtained results of Purity, Fmeasure and Entropy for FireflyClust1 and
FireflyClust2. From the table, it is noted that the
FireflyClust2 has higher value of Purity (0.6051, 0.4947,
0.5588, and 0.5596) in all datasets compared to
FireflyClust1. Further, the FireflyClust2 has higher Fmeasure (0.4705, 0.4058 and 0.4769) which it is
generated using TR11, TR12 and TR45, while
FireflyClust1 has higher F-measure (0.4127) only in
TR23. FireflyClust2 generates the best result in Entropy
(i.e 1.6761, 1.8550, 1.5605 and 1.9449) for all datasets.
Based on literature [8, 9], it is learned that a good
clustering solution is the one with F-measure and
purity values approaching to 1 and Entropy value
approaching to 0.
The number of generated clusters in FireflyClust2 is
near actual clusters, that means the selection
threshold (50, n/40) is the best to be used with this
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dataset (the classes of the dataset is not normally

distributed).

Table 2 Results: FireflyClust1 vs. FireflyClust2, bold value is best

TR11
(9)
TR12
(8)
TR23
(6)
TR45
(10)

# Clusters

Entropy

Fmeasure

Purity

# Clusters

FireflyClust2

Entropy

Fmeasure

FireflyClust1

Purity

Data Sets and
actual number
of clusters

0.5401

0.4565

1.8671

5

0.6051

0.4705

1.6761

8.6

0.4319

0.3657

2.0622

5.8

0.4946

0.4058

1.8550

8.1

0.5554

0.4127

1.6227

5

0.5588

0.4108

1.5605

6

0.4416

0.4213

2.4305

4

0.5596

0.4769

1.9449

9

Hence, the FireflyClust2 algorithm produces a
better quality performance; F-measure, Purity and
Entropy and also the optimal number of clusters. This
suggests that FireflyClust2 algorithm is a better
algorithm and a more compact clustering as
compared to FireflyClust1 method.
Figure 10 displays the graphical results of the
external indices; Purity between FireflyClust1 and
FireflyClust2 algorithms using different datasets (TR11,
TR12, TR23 and TR45).

indices; F-measure between FireflyClust1 and
FireflyClust2 algorithms using different datasets (TR11,
TR12, TR23 and TR45).
Figure 12 shows the graphical results of the
external indices; Entropy between FireflyClust1 and
FireflyClust2 algorithms using different datasets (TR11,
TR12, TR23 and TR45).

3

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Entropy

Purity

2.5
2

1.5

FireflyClust1

1

FireflyClust2

FireflyClust1

0.5

FireflyClust2

0
TR11 TR12 TR23 TR45
TREC collection datasets

TR11 TR12 TR23 TR45
Figure 12 Graphical results of Entropy metric between
FireflyClust1 vs. FireflyClust2 using TREC collection datasets

TREC collection datasets

F-measure

Figure 10 Graphical results of Purity metric between
FireflyClust1 vs. FireflyClust2 using TREC collection datasets

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

FireflyClust1
FireflyClust2
TR11 TR12 TR23 TR45
TREC collection datasets

Figure 11 Graphical results of F-measure metric between
FireflyClust1 vs. FireflyClust2 using TREC collection datasets

Figure 11 shows the graphical results of the external

The number of generated clusters in FireflyClust1
and FireflyClust2 algorithms using different datasets
(TR11, TR12, TR23 and TR45) are illustrated in graphical
results in Figure 13.
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20
10
0
TR11
TR12
FireflyClust1
Actual number

TR23
TR45
FireflyClust2

Figure 13 Graphical results of the number of generated
clusters between FireflyClust1 vs. FireflyClust2 using TREC
collection datasets

In TR45, FireflyClust2 generates 0.5596 and it is better
than Bisect K-means that only present users with is
0.4210, the hybrid Bisect K-means is at 0.4774 and
PGSCM produces 0.2652. Figure 14 displays the
graphical results of the external indices; Purity
between FireflyClust2 and other algorithms using
different datasets (TR11, TR12, TR23 and TR45).
Further, it is noted from Table 3 that the F-measure
of FireflyClust2 outperformed the Bisect K-means,
hybrid Bisect K-means and PGSCM in all datasets
where the best F-measure value is (0.4058, 0.4705,
0.4108 and 0.4769) generated by FireflyClust2 in TR11,
TR12, TR23 and TR45 respectively.

Table 3 tabularizes the experimental results of Purity,
F-measure and Entropy for four algorithms, the
proposed FireflyClust2, Bisect K-means, hybrid Bisect
K-means and PGSCM. As can be seen from Table 3,
the Purity value for FireflyClust2 is higher than the
other methods in all datasets. It is noted that in TR11
dataset, the highest purity is 0.6051 and was
obtained by FireflyClust2, while the static methods,
Bisect K-means and hybrid Bisect K-means generated
0.4850 and 0.4894 and the dynamic method PGSCM
achieved a smaller value of 0.3327. In TR12 dataset,
the proposed FireflyClust2 produces 0.4947, while
Bisect K-means generates 0.3514, hybrid Bisect Kmean with 0.3837 and PGSCM settle at 0.3022. In
TR23, the purity value is (0.5588, 0.4853, 0.5113 and
0.4475) for FireflyClust2, Bisect K-means, hybrid Bisect
K-means and PGSCM respectively.
Table 3 Results: FireflyClust2 vs. Bisect K-means vs. hybrid
Bisect K-means vs. PGSCM, bold value is best

Validity
Indices

Purity

Fmeasur
e

Entropy

#
clusters

FireflyC
lust2

Bisect
Kmeans

Hybrid
Bisect
Kmeans

PGSCM

TR11
TR12
TR23
TR45
TR11
TR12
TR23

0.6051
0.4946
0.5588
0.5596
0.4705
0.4058
0.4108

0.4850
0.3514
0.4853
0.4210
0.2478
0.1946
0.1719

0.4894
0.3837
0.5113
0.4774
0.2910
0.2928
0.3217

0.3324
0.3022
0.4475
0.2652
0.2566
0.2334
0.3341

TR45

0.4769

0.2627

0.3981

0.2478

TR11
TR12
TR23
TR45
TR11
TR12
TR23
TR45

1.6761
1.8550
1.5605
1.9449
8.6
8.1
6
9

1.4102
1.7344
1.3351
1.5922
9
8
6
10

1.4011
1.3798
1.2071
1.4059
9
8
6
10

2.5693
2.6668
2.0447
2.9131
6.8
5.9
4.1
4.4

Datas
ets

Purity

3.2.2 Results and Discussion of FireflyClust with Others
Methods

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

FireflyClust2
Bisect Kmeans

Hybrid Bisect
K-means
TR11 TR12 TR23 TR45

PGSCM

TREC collection datasets
Figure 14 Graphical results of Purity metric between
FireflyClust2 vs. Bisect K-means vs. hybrid Bisect K-means vs.
PGSCM using TREC collection datasets

On the other hand, the F-measure value for
PGSCM is better than Bisect K-means (0.2566, 0.2334,
0.3341 and 0.2478) in TR11, TR12, TR23 and TR45
respectively. However, it is learned that the Fmeasure value of hybrid Bisect K-means is better than
Bisect K-means in all datasets and is better than
PGSCM in most datasets (refer to TR11, TR12 and TR45
datasets). As a higher value of F-measure indicates a
better algorithm, it can be concluded that
FireflyClust2 is a better algorithm as compared to its
competitors. Figure 15 shows the graphical results of
the external indices; F-measure between FireflyClust2
and other algorithms using different datasets (TR11,
TR12, TR23 and TR45).
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0.6
0.4

Bisect K-means

0.3
0.2

Hybrid Bisect Kmeans
PGSCM

0.1
0

Number of Clusters

F-measure

12

FireflyClust2

0.5

10

TR11 TR12 TR23 TR45

8
6
4
2
0

TREC collection datasets

TR11

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Entropy

FireflyClust2
Bisect K-means
Hybrid Bisect Kmeans
TR11 TR12 TR23 TR45

PGSCM

TREC collection datasets
Figure 16 Graphical results of Entropy metric between
FireflyClust2 vs. Bisect K-means vs. hybrid Bisect K-means vs.
PGSCM using TREC collection datasets

TR23

TR45

TREC collection datasets
FireflyClust2

Figure 15 Graphical results of F-measure metric between
FireflyClust2 vs. Bisect K-means vs. hybrid Bisect K-means vs.
PGSCM using TREC collection datasets

In addition, the FireflyClust2 has best Entropy
against dynamic method; PGSCM in all datasets,
where the best value of FireflyClust2 is (1.6761, 1.8550,
1.5605 and 1.9449) produced in TR11, TR12, TR23 and
TR45 respectively. Further, we can observe that
hybrid Bisect K-means method is better than all
methods including our proposed FireflyClust2 in
generating lower Entropy (1.4011, 1.3798, 1.2071 and
1.4059). Figure 16 shows the graphical results of the
Entropy indices among FireflyClust2, Bisect K-means,
hybrid Bisect K-means and PGSCM.
As can see in Table 3, the number of produced
clusters by dynamic FireflyClust2 is (8.6, 8.1, 6 and 9)
which is near to the optimal clusters in datasets (TR11,
TR12, TR23 and TR45) respectively, and is better than
dynamic PGSCM that produces smaller numbers
than actual cluster number. Figure 17 shows the
graphical representation of the number of clusters in
FireflyClust2, Bisect K-means and. PGSCM using TREC
collection datasets.

TR12

PGSCM
Bisect K-means (similar to actual cluster
number)
Figure 17 Graphical results of the number of generated
clusters between FireflyClust2 vs. Bisect K-means vs. PGSCM
using TREC collection datasets

3.2.3 Statistical Result
The statistical analysis of Independent Samples T-test
is performed on the differences between the mean
of two algorithms. In this study, the undertaken tests
were between FireflyClust2 and PGSCM using all
metrics. It is assumed that the null hypotheses and
the alternative hypotheses are as shown below:
H0: There is no difference between the mean of two
algorithms.
H1: There is a difference between the mean of two
algorithms.
Table 4 reports the p-value using the samples of
purity, F-measure and Entropy metrics between
FireflyClust2 and PGSCM. The p-value is used to
determine statistically the significance of the results.
Table 4 The p-value between FireflyClust2 & PGSCM
Purity
Datasets

Equal variances
assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

TR11
TR12
TR23
TR45

1.2463E-13
8.6277E-24
1.1974E-26
4.2291E-15

1.3707E-09
1.5073E-20
2.9152E-15
6.4004E-10

Datasets

Equal variances
assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

TR11
TR12
TR23
TR45

1.5749E-09
1.4329E-12
2.2567E-07
5.8008E-13

2.6364E-08
1.0149E-10
2.1135E-05
6.1479E-10

F-measure
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Equal variances
assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

TR11
TR12
TR23
TR45

2.9890E-14
4.1752E-22
5.3008E-25
2.7661E-16

2.6680E-10
1.0781E-21
1.9432E-14
1.3980E-10

As can be observed in the table, i.e. Table 4, the
p-value between FireflyClust2 and PGSCM is less than
the cutoff value (0.05). This indicates strong evidence
against the null hypothesis, so the null hypothesis that
there is no difference between the mean of
FireflyClust2 and PGSCM algorithms is rejected,
hence suggesting that there is a difference between
the mean of FireflyClust2 and PGSCM.
3.2.4 Scalability of FireflyClust2

Purity

Scalability refers to the ability of the system or
method to continue operating efficient as it is varied
in size or volume. It would have a linear growth with
the size of input. In this study, the scalability of
proposed FireflyClust2 is tested with performance
metrics by changing the dimension of datasets.
Figures 18, 19 and 20 show a graphical
representation of scalability of proposed FireflyClust2
using purity, F-measure and entropy respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 18 the curve of purity is
stable when changing the dimension of TREC
collection datasets, while in Figure 19 can see the
curve of F-measure increase when changing the
dimension, and also in Figure 20 can observe the
stable of the entropy curve between 1.5 and 1.9.
From previous results conclude that proposed
FireflyClust2 has good scalability as the number of
dimensions in the data increase.

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Purity

TR23
(204x5
832)

TR12
(313x5
805)

TR11
(414x6
429)

TR45
(690x8
261)

0.5588

0.4946

0.6051

0.5596

Figure 18 Graphical results of scalability of proposed
FireflyClust2 using purity

0.5
0.48
0.46
0.44
0.42
0.4
0.38
0.36

TR23
TR12
TR11
TR45
(204x58 (313x58 (414x64 (690x82
32)
05)
29)
61)

F-measure 0.4108

0.4058

0.4705

0.4769

Figure 19 Graphical results of scalability of proposed
FireflyClust2 using F-measure

Entropy

Datasets

F-measure

Entropy

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Entropy

TR23
(204x
5832)

TR12
(313x
5805)

TR11
(414x
6429)

TR45
(690x
8261)

1.5605

1.855

1.6761

1.9449

Figure 20 Graphical results of scalability of proposed
FireflyClust2 using Entropy

4.0 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new FA variant for hierarchical text
clustering, named FireflyClust, is proposed. The
novelty of this study is that the FireflyClust offers the
re-locating procedure that is aimed to improve
clustering purity. Further, it produces optimal number
of clusters by invoking the selecting and refining
phases. Strong and large clusters are merged with
the smaller ones in order to reduce the number of
clusters. Results obtained indicated that the
proposed FireflyClust is a better approach as
compared to existing Bisect K-means, hybrid Bisect Kmeans and PGSCM. It works well with non-normal
distributed data and this is useful in the area of
information retrieval. As users are now presented with
overloaded information, automatically grouping
unknown and dynamic datasets or repositories would
facilitate searching and retrieval process.
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